Experience the Scandinavian passion

IMG is located in Sykkylven, Norway – famous for its steep mountains and deep fjords as well as the production and development centre for Scandinavian comfort recliners.

IMG's core commitment is on comfort, quality and innovative design. With generations of experience we create furniture based on the Scandinavian approach to relaxation. IMG's inspiration comes from you and what you require for ultimate relaxation. It is this foundation and focus that assures each piece of our furniture is carefully crafted to meet your needs and expectations.

Our entire range is designed, engineered and tested by our Norwegian product development team and produced in our own specialized and vertically integrated manufacturing facilities in Vietnam and Thailand.

Every element of our design has been researched and engineered with a focus on both functionality and comfort all backed by a 10-year warranty. So you can be rest assured that you have invested in state-of-the-art Scandinavian inspired furniture that lasts.

Please visit one of our retailers and discover the true comfort and body correct support created by IMG.

IMG - We love relaxation.
A reflective gaze, a moment of pause to appreciate and respect nature and all her elements.

That is the Scandinavian way, to be in harmony with your surroundings, to coexist responsibly with the environment and acknowledge the place and part you play in this world.

At IMG, we strive to make the world a better place, one comfortable body at a time.
**Quality**

**Built for comfort and quality**
Our vision is to create and deliver products that offer an exceptional combination of comfort, quality and unsurpassed value. The human body is the pattern for every piece of our furniture. We study the human body so we can develop and deliver furniture for daily use that balances creative design with comfort, health, ergonomics and space efficiency.

The IMG Design Centre is located in Sykkylven at the northwest coast of Norway and our products are designed from the inside out by our team of Norwegian designers and engineers. Strength, durability, stability, effortless function, beauty and lasting healthy comfort are the guiding star for all our products.

IMG has implemented a world-class quality management system that ensures all components are routinely tested to make sure they exceed the most stringent European standards.

**Green and durable foam**
The IMG cold cure molded foam process is unique and guarantees absolute comfort, durability and a cleaner greener product. This space age material encases the interior steel frame and sinuous springs allowing for body-friendly curvatures to be covered with glove-fitted upholstery.

**Craftsmanship**
Within every chair and sofa — you will discover our passion for excellence.

We start by designing all of our seating from the inside, out. Artfully combine the science of ergonomics with old-world craftsmanship and state-of-the-art technology. This technology includes our unique mechanisms, cold-cured molded foam, lamination and distinctly designed inner steel frames.

All IMG materials are selected to ensure optimum performance. Each material has been individually assessed to provide the correct style and comfort for each model. Our skilled team use specialized equipment in combination with years of experience to secure the best outcome.

Out of respect for you and the environment, the best thing that we can do is to make furniture that is long lasting. To protect our environment we regularly assess the whole life-cycle of our production with focus on the type of raw material used, production processes, waste, use and disposal. We work diligently towards achieving reduction in the use of substances that could be harmful for the environment and the health of our employees, partners and customers.

Creating sustainable products by using eco-friendly raw materials, reducing waste factor and energy consumption in our production processes as well as extending the useful lifetime of our products and recyclability are other focal points.

**Environment**
You should also know about our commitment to the environment, and the health of our customers as well as our employees. IMG continuously works towards being as environmentally friendly and technologically practical as possible.

Disclaimer: Due to the handmade nature of this product, all measurements are approximate and can vary in size on any individual product up to 2 cm.

**Warranty**
- Ten years on molded foam cushions and steel frames.
- Five years on mechanisms.
- Two years on motor battery-parts plus leather and fabric covers.

---

**COLD-CURED FOAM CUSHIONING**
This space-age material encases the interior steel frame and sinuous springs, allowing for body-friendly curvatures to be covered with glove-fitted upholstery.

- A soft polyurethane foam and fiberfill layer ensures extra softness whilst accentuating the chair’s elegant design contours.
- Top grain leathers in four grades and a wide variety of fabrics provide a luxurious look and long wearing performance.
- Computer controlled injection molded cold cured foam ensures ergonomically correct seating posture and enhanced support throughout all areas of the chair.
- Sinuous springs located throughout the back and seat area provide optimum support while cradling the body.
- An adjustable knob underneath the seat controls the tension on the reclining mechanism.
- A tubular steel frame along with a 2”/5.1 cm wide steel strap that spans the front provides optimum strength and stability.
- Two steel plates attach the European-produced centre post swivel to both sides of the wood base for effortless movement and unsurpassed stability.
- Ultra-sonic wood lamination allows for graceful chair designs with exceptional strength in conjunction with a 10-gauge steel undercarriage.
- The patented Comfort-Glide™ low-friction reclining mechanism easily and intuitively adjusts in response to body weight and movement.
The Nordic recliner range from IMG offers unsurpassed comfort with high quality and a truly Nordic design theme. The unique design with a laminated wood yoke and construction frames made of solid steel ensure unquestionable comfort, stability and long lasting quality.

2 sizes for the Perfect Fit
(Standard or Large)

360° Swivel
Effortless Reclining Mechanism
Adjustable Headrest
Height Adjustable Headrest System
Ergonomically Sloped Ottoman

3 SEAT HEIGHTS FOR RING BASE
Low: 4 cm lower than standard
High: 3 cm higher than standard

Various bases
You can choose between a star base or a ring base in a wide range of colors.
**NORDIC 21**

Leather: Prime 311 White

Base: Star base in 900 Nature Beech

Standard: W: 76  D: 75  H: 99
Large: W: 81  D: 77  H: 101

**NORDIC 33**

Leather: Prime 330 Fango

Base: Ring base in 921 Chalk Nature

Standard: W: 75  D: 76  H: 100
Large: W: 77  D: 76  H: 99

**LOKI**

Leather: Prime 307 Latte

Fabric: Dream 0079 Latte

Base: Star base in 908 Dark Brown

Standard: W: 78  D: 70  H: 100
Large: W: 83  D: 71  H: 102
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**NORDIC 60**

Leather: Prime 307 Latte

Base: Ring base in 908 Dark Brown

Standard: W: 79  D: 73  H: 104
Large: W: 85  D: 74  H: 105

**NORDIC 60**

Fabric: Habitat 701 Pumice

Base: Ring base in 928 Walnut

Standard: W: 79  D: 73  H: 104
Large: W: 85  D: 74  H: 105

**NORDIC 81**

Leather: Prime 316 Grey

Base: Ring base in 903 Oak

Standard: W: 77  D: 76  H: 97.5
Large: W: 81  D: 78.5  H: 96

**FUNCTION SOFA NC95 2 SEAT/3 SEAT + NORDIC 95**

Leather: Prime 317 Stone

Base: Ring base in 921 Chalk Nature

Standard: W: 76  D: 78  H: 97/100
Large: W: 80  D: 81  H: 98/101

1s: W: 87  D: 90  H: 95/108
2s: W: 141  D: 90  H: 95/108
3s: W: 199  D: 90  H: 95/108
Regal

While staying close to our Norwegian roots the Regal collection combines elegance and functionality. So surrender yourself to the ultimate in relaxation with the ability to customize your comfort. Each model in the Regal collection is available in 3 chair sizes, 3 different seat heights and adjustable ottoman. We guarantee there’s a Regal matched perfectly for you.

IMG Personalize Comfort to your level

With Acti-Flex™ the head and neck support automatically engage as you recline. In addition, the head and neck support can be manually adjusted to ensure maximum comfort.

ACTI-FLEX

Multi-Flex models have a head and neck support that allows you to adjust both the height and the forward tilt of the headrest.

MULTI-FLEX

3 SIZES for perfect fit

3 SEAT HEIGHTS AVAILABLE

Regal offers three different seat heights
Low: 3 cm lower than standard
High: 3 cm higher than standard

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE OTTOMAN
**Regal Recliner**

**REGAL CORTINA**
Leather: Trend 420 Beige  
Base: Ring base in 921 Chalk Nature  
Standard: W: 74  D: 85  H: 95  
Large: W: 79  D: 89  H: 98  
Extra Large: W: 84  D: 93  H: 101

**REGAL FELIX**
Leather: Trend 412 Smoke  
Base: Ring base in 928 Walnut  
Standard: W: 73  D: 83  H: 95  
Large: W: 78  D: 87  H: 98  
Extra Large: W: 83  D: 91  H: 101

**REGAL NOVEL**
Leather: Trend 416 Graphite  
Base: Ring base in 922 Grey Ash  
Standard: W: 74  D: 84/90  H: 96/109  
Large: W: 79  D: 87/93  H: 99/112  
Extra Large: W: 84  D: 90/96  H: 102/115

**REGAL INLINE**
Leather: Prime 337 Stone  
Base: Ring base in 901 Oak  
Standard: W: 70  D: 80  H: 94  
Large: W: 75  D: 84  H: 96.5  
Extra Large: W: 80  D: 88  H: 99

**Available bases and functions**

**Available leather, fabric and wood colors**

Redefining Luxurious Comfort
A rested body, an eased mind, a peaceful soul, combine to renew our very essence and makes us whole.

At IMG, providing you unrivaled options of comfort is our goal.
The perfect example of elegant form following comfort, the Space Recliner is a statement in contemporary seating design. Its pneumatic reclining system micro adjusts the reclining angle. With 360 degrees of swivel motion and an adjustable headrest, this is more than an amazing recliner.
**Space Recliner**

**SPACE 52.70**
Leather: Prime 309 Red
Base: Polished Aluminum Base
W: 75 D: 84 H: 104

**SPACE 25.00**
Leather: Trend 417 Cinder
Base: Steel base in Brushed finish
W: 83 D: 82/86 H: 103.5/115.5

**SPACE 52.42**
Leather: Elite 601 Limousine
Base: Steel base in Brushed finish
W: 76 D: 83/87 H: 102/115

**SPACE 52.70**
Leather: Prime 309 Red
Base: Polished Aluminum Base
W: 75 D: 84 H: 104

**SPACE 25.00**
Leather: Trend 417 Cinder
Base: Steel base in Brushed finish
W: 83 D: 82/86 H: 103.5/115.5

**SPACE 52.42**
Leather: Elite 601 Limousine
Base: Steel base in Brushed finish
W: 76 D: 83/87 H: 102/115

**SPACE 60.60**
Leather: Sauvage 550 Nutmeg
Base: Ring base 928 Walnut
W: 76 D: 87 H: 115

**SPACE 51.51**
Leather: Prime 317 Stone
Base: Ring base in 920 Black
W: 80 D: 82/86 H: 101/115

**SPACE 51.51**
Leather: Prime 317 Stone
Base: Polished Aluminum Base
W: 80 D: 82/86 H: 101/115

**SPACE 57.57**
Leather: Trend 401 Tuxedo
Wood: 901 Oak
Base: Steel base in Brushed finish
W: 82 D: 82/86 H: 103/115

**SPACE 58.58**
Leather: Linea 618 Arancio
Base: Ring base in 920 Black
W: 82 D: 82.5/86 H: 101/114

**SPACE 59.59**
Leather: Sauvage 551 Truffle
Wood: 908V Walnut
Base: Polished Aluminum Base
W: 79.5 D: 83.5/87 H: 103/115

**SPACE 59.59**
Leather: Sauvage 551 Truffle
Base: Polished Aluminum Base
W: 79.5 D: 83.5/87 H: 103/115
SPACE 58.58
Leather: Sauvage 562 Dove
Base: Ring base in 908V Walnut
W: 82  D: 82.5/86  H: 101/114
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"Pitch Perfect" our clever pneumatic mechanism enables you to discreetly change the angle of your back independently.

**Comfort Sofa**

- **POLLUX C200 3 SEAT LB**
  - Leather: Trend 414 Pebble
  - Legs: Wood Legs in 928 Walnut
  - 1s: W: 84 D: 85 H: 72
  - 2s: W: 119 D: 85 H: 72
  - 3s: W: 159 D: 85 H: 72

- **STELLA C100 2 SEAT HB**
  - Leather: Elite 601 Limousine
  - Legs: C Legs in Brushed finish
  - 1s HB: W: 87 D: 86 H: 98/101
  - 2s HB: W: 147 D: 86 H: 98/101
  - 3s HB: W: 205 D: 86 H: 98/101

- **POLLUX C200 3 SEAT LB**
  - Leather: Trend 414 Pebble
  - Legs: Wood Legs in 928 Walnut
  - 1s: W: 84 D: 85 H: 72
  - 2s: W: 119 D: 85 H: 72
  - 3s: W: 159 D: 85 H: 72

- **STELLA C100 2 SEAT HB**
  - Leather: Elite 601 Limousine
  - Legs: C Legs in Brushed finish
  - 1s LB: W: 87 D: 81 H: 78
  - 2s LB: W: 147 D: 81 H: 78
  - 3s LB: W: 205 D: 81 H: 78
In the quest for ultimate personalized comfort, one design does not fit all. We therefore offer different designs to accommodate personal preferences. We also offer various bases and hundreds of fabrics and leathers to choose from.

**Codi**

ERGO COMFORT
Arms following the back when you recline. Ergo Support function available on all models except for CODI 3000.

Various bases
You can choose a Disk base in a wide range of colors. The Steel Star base is available in a Polished finish or timber disk base.

- Disk base
- Polished Aluminum Base
CODI 1200
Leather: Prime 317 Stone
Base: Polished Aluminum Base
W: 72  D: 90  H: 102

CODI 2500
Leather: Trend 410 Nature
Base: Disk base in 920 Black
W: 79  D: 86/92  H: 104.5/117.5

CODI 3000
Leather: Elite 601 Limousine
Base: Disk base in 920 Black
W: 68  D: 93  H: 113

CODI 3000
Leather: Elite 601 Limousine
Base: Disk base in 920 Black
W: 68  D: 93  H: 113

CODI 1300
Leather: Trend 413 Chili
Base: Disk base in 920 Black
W: 77  D: 84  H: 105

CODI 5242
Leather: Trend 401 Tuxedo
Base: Disk base in 920 Black
W: 75  D: 89/93  H: 101/113

Available bases and functions
Available leather, fabric and wood colors
Relaxer

Introducing the next generation of supremely comfortable, sleek and sophisticated recliners that deliver a modern day alternative to their old fashioned, over stuffed predecessors.

All superbly crafted inside and out.

2 – 3 sizes for the Perfect Fit (Compact, Standard or Large)

- Manual
- Motorised
- Battery

From stressed to relaxed with the touch of a button!

All IMG Relaxers can be delivered as power recliners, that you can swivel, glide and yet it gives you the convenience of a motor.

RECHARGEABLE BATTERY

The rechargeable battery option can be used on IMG’s motorised recliners and home theatre seating line up. This is the perfect solution for those who want the power recline function, but either don’t have access to a wall outlet or are placing furniture in the middle of their room and don’t want unsightly power cords.

A fully charged battery can provide up to 300 complete cycles depending on load and frequency of use.

(Not recommendable for lift chairs and multifunctional chairs due to higher energy demand)

BUTTON OPTIONS

Dual Sensor Button and USB Port controls are intended for use in Relaxers plugged into a wall socket, and are NOT recommended in combination with battery.

Black round button with USB port

Steel round button

Sensor - cannot be paired with battery

Motor option available on all Relaxers

30° swivel on MANUAL
- 180° on MOTORISED

Gliding / rocking function

Integrated footstool

Effortless reclining

Adjustable head and neck support
PEAK
Leather: Trend 418 Leaf
Wood: 901 Oak
265: W 79 D 93/97 H 99.5/113.5
365: W 82 D 93/97 H 99.5/113.5

MAJESTY 375
Leather: Trend 411 Snow
Wood: 500 Nature Beech
275: W 82.5 D 96/100 H 99.5/112.5
375: W 87.5 D 96/100 H 99.5/112.5

PEAK
Leather: Trend 412 Smoke
Wood: 911 Espresso
265: W 79 D 93/97 H 99.5/113.5
365: W 82 D 93/97 H 99.5/113.5

GRAND
Leather: Sauvage 552 Dove
Wood: 628 Walnut
221L: W 78 D 90 H 100
321L: W 84 D 93 H 102

MAJESTY 375
Leather: Trend 413 Chilli
Wood: 911 Espresso
275: W 82.5 D 96/100 H 99.5/112.5
375: W 87.5 D 96/100 H 99.5/112.5

Available functions
Available leather, fabric and wood colors
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(LF) Relaxer Lift Chair
Our Single motor Relaxer with its practical 2 button wand enables you to raise the footrest and recline back effortlessly. Then with a touch of a button the chair can gently lift. 2 sizes available

(MF) Multifunctional Relaxer
The Multifunction (dual motor) Relaxer with its 5 button controller enables you to operate the back and foot rest independently coupled with a full lift function. 2 sizes available

The Multifunction Relaxer, true independence with a touch of a button, puts you in charge of your customized Comfort

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair Model</th>
<th>Leather</th>
<th>Wood</th>
<th>Sizes</th>
<th>Measurements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LF/MF GRAND</td>
<td>Sausage 552 Dove</td>
<td></td>
<td>221L: W 80 D 91 H 103/141</td>
<td>321L: W 84 D 92 H 103/141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF/MF CROWN</td>
<td>Trend 406 Chocolate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF/MF PEAK</td>
<td>Trend 418 Leaf</td>
<td>901 Oak</td>
<td>265: W 78 D 94/98 H 102-115/139-152</td>
<td>365: W 83 D 94/98 H 102-115/139-152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF/MF BRANCO</td>
<td>Prime 307 Latte</td>
<td></td>
<td>295: W 80 D 92 H 105.5/142.5</td>
<td>395: W 84 D 92 H 105.5/142.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Easy operation
Large, hand-held controls with over sized buttons allow you to selectively lift, recline, and return to the start position effortlessly.
Motion

IMG gives you endless possibilities to customize your home. Combine motion sofas with relaxers or with other IMG products. Power and battery option is available.
PEAK 2.0 SEAT / RM PEAK 365
Leather: Trend 410 Nature
Wood: 901 Oak

Peak 2.0 Seat
W: 133.5  D: 93/97  H: 101/114
RM Peak 365
W: 82  D: 93/97  H: 100.5/114

PEAK 2.0 SEAT
Leather: Trend 418 Leaf
Wood: 901 Oak

W: 133.5  D: 93/97  H: 101/114

PEAK AS
Leather: Trend 418 Leaf
Wood: 901 Oak

W: 157  D: 99.5/103.5  H: 101/114

BRANDO 2.0 SEAT / RM BRANDO 395
Leather: Prime 317 Stone

Brando 2.0 Seat
W: 145  D: 96  H: 104
RM Brando 395
W: 84  D: 93  H: 104

BRANDO 3-CHB-2
Leather: Trend 417 Cinder
W: 285  D: 230  H: 104

BRANDO 2.0 SEAT
Leather: Prime 317 Stone
W: 145  D: 96  H: 104
MAJESTY AS / MAJESTY 375
Leather: Trend 417 Cinder
Wood: 920 Black

Majesty AS Seat
W: 158  D: 96/101  H: 102/114.5

DUKE 385 BS
Leather: Trend 417 Cinder
W: 246  D: 116/120  H: 103/115

MAJESTY BS
Leather: Trend 417 Cinder
Wood: 920 Black
W: 234  D: 114/118  H: 102/114.5

DUKE 385 BS
Leather: Trend 417 Cinder
W: 246  D: 116/120  H: 103/115

MAJESTY AS
Leather: Trend 417 Cinder
Wood: 920 Black
W: 158  D: 96/101  H: 102/114.5

CROWN AV
Leather: Elite 612 Bordeaux
W: 164  D: 99.5/100.5  H: 101

MAJESTY AS Seat
W: 158  D: 96/101  H: 102/114.5

DUKE 2.0 SEAT / DUKE 385
Leather: Trend 412 Smoke
Duke 2.0 Seat
W: 144  D: 91.5/97.5  H: 103/115
Duke 385
W: 88  D: 95/99  H: 103/114

Available leather, fabric and wood colors
**A unique and flexible Motion sofa system**

Our Modular Seating program is one of the most versatile available. A variety of configurations can be tailored to your specific needs. More than a program, it is a complete system that includes a sofa, love-seat, chairs and home theatre seating combinations as illustrated to the right.

The theatre seating can be custom configured using different arms. This provides a choice of straight rows (for rooms with limited depth) or curved rows for better viewing. All arms incorporate a small convenience table and internal storage.

*Divani measurements, for other models, please see our web page.

**Motion**

**Arms**

| M | S | V |

**Space efficient**

15 cm

Our Motion Furniture efficiently utilizes available space. In addition each unit can be placed within a mere 15cm of a wall due to our unique wallsaver mechanism.

**Button options**

- Black round button with USB drive
- Steel round button
- Sensor - cannot be paired with battery

44

1 SEAT

W: 84 D: 94/97 H: 101/115

2 SEAT

W: 139 D: 94/97 H: 101/115

3 SEAT

W: 194 D: 94/97 H: 101/115

45

1 SEAT

W: 94 D: 94/97 H: 101/115

2 SEAT

W: 155 D: 94/97 H: 101/115

3 SEAT

W: 210 D: 94/97 H: 101/115

*Dimensions for other models, please see our web page.
Making a valuable contribution to humanity requires invention and responsible solutions.

For IMG it’s not enough to bring you today’s most comfortable seating options, but to do so with a commitment to minimize negative environmental impact.
Sofa

Kiln dried solid plantation timber and structural composites are glued, screwed and corner blocked. The seat platform and in many cases the back feature No-Sag Memory Springs for superior performance, comfort and support. Rows of individually pocketed steel hour glass springs provide comfort.

ANNIKA 3 SEAT DUO / NORDIC 95

Leather: Trend 417 Cinder
Legs: 928 Walnut

Annika
1s: W: 82  D: 93  H: 86
2.5s: W: 105  D: 93  H: 86
3.0s Duo: W: 107  D: 93  H: 86

Nordic 95
Standard: W: 76  D: 78  H: 97/100
Large: W: 80  D: 81  H: 98/101
SORRENTO 3 SEAT DUO
Leather: Prime 308 Havana
Base: Wood base in 911 Espresso

Sorrento
1.5s: W: 111  D: 93  H: 86
2.5s: W: 173  D: 93  H: 86
3.0x Duo: W: 217  D: 93  H: 86
3.5s: W: 241  D: 93  H: 86

OSCAR 3 SEAT DUO / NORDIC 81
Leather: Prime 316 Grey
Base: Ring base in 901 Oak

Oscar
1s: W: 95  D: 92  H: 86
2.5s: W: 168  D: 92  H: 86
3.0s Duo: W: 210  D: 92  H: 86

Nordic 81
Standard: W: 77  D: 76  H: 97.5
Large: W: 81  D: 78.5  H: 96

AVALON STUDIO
Fabric: Habitat 713 Almond
Legs: 911 Espresso
W: 220  D: 80/160  H: 85

(available leather, fabric and wood colors)

ANNIKA 3 SEAT DUO / NORDIC 95
Leather: Prime 412 Smoke
Legs: 911 Espresso

(available leather, fabric and wood colors)
PORTSEA
Leather: Trend 412 Smoke
Legs: 911 Espresso
1.5s: W 113 D 93 H 86
2.5s: W 176 D 93 H 86
3.0s Duo: W 217 D 93 H 86
3.5s: W 243 D 93 H 86

SORRENTO 2.5 SEAT / NORDIC 33
Leather: Prime 320 Fango
Base: Ring base in 921 Chalk Nature
Sorrento
1.5s: W 111 D 93 H 86
2.5s: W 173 D 93 H 86
3.0s Duo: W 227 D 93 H 86
3.5s: W 244 D 93 H 86

PORTSEA 2.5 SEAT / NORDIC 21
Leather: Prime 311 White
Base: Star base in 900 Nature Beech

1.5s: W 113 D 93 H 86
2.5s: W 176 D 93 H 86
3.0s Duo: W 217 D 93 H 86
3.5s: W 243 D 93 H 86
Available leather, fabric and wood colors

Sofa

ADELE RANGE

Dining Table
- Rect: W: 160 D: 90 H: 75
- Rect: W: 160 D: 90 H: 75
- Round: W: 120 H: 75

- Available in American Oak only
Explore peerless comfort by IMG.

Our exquisite attention to detail through old world craftsmanship delivers ultimate relaxation made just for you...
This is the chair for people who need special comfort features. The Jade is specifically designed with a higher seat, taller armrests and an ease of sitting and exiting not available in most chairs. Plus, the angled Ottoman includes our exclusive Circulation Enhancing Pivotboard.

**Classic**

**Recliner**

This is the chair for people who need special comfort features. The Jade is specifically designed with a higher seat, taller armrests and an ease of sitting and exiting not available in most chairs. Plus, the angled Ottoman includes our exclusive Circulation Enhancing Pivotboard.

**Classic**

**Lift chair**

Special features like our exclusive Adjustable “Just-Right” Headrest™, our Comfort Glide™ Reclining System, and body-nurturing molded foam cushioning are of course included. There is simply no other chair that is comparable.

The Jade chair is the ideal option for people requiring total stability from a recliner chair.

This popular model is also available as a motorized lift chair.
Our Soho line integrates luxury and comfort resulting in the perfect chair for home and executive offices alike. Recent studies show that chronic back problems result from chairs that do not recline. Since Desk chairs are increasingly being used more than any other type of seating, the reclining desk chair is the perfect back-saving antidote. Add to this the “Just Right” Headrest™ which gently cradles the neck and head, plus the fact that IMG designs all their chairs from the inside out for maximum body comfort, and you have perfection — you have the ultimate desk chair.
Accessories

IMG offers a wide range of complementary products to create an even more comfortable and functional home with an integrated and seamless design.
**Textiles**

IMG offers a wide range of fabric alternatives selected to suit many homes and lifestyles. Please ask your retailer for more information.

**HABITAT**

**COMPOSITION:** 100% POLYESTER | MARTINDALE: >40 000 | PILLING: 4/hyphen.case5 | COLOUR FASTNESS TO LIGHT: 5

- Khaki
- Beige
- Sand
- S260
- Khaki
- Beige
- 250
- Beige
- 0002

**CAPRICE**

**COMPOSITION:** 100% POLYESTER | MARTINDALE: >40 000 | PILLING: 4/hyphen.case5 | COLOUR FASTNESS TO LIGHT: 5

- Khaki
- Beige
- Sand
- S260
- Khaki
- Beige
- 250
- Beige
- 0002

**DREAM**

**COMPOSITION:** 100% POLYESTER, BACKING 65% ACRYLIC AND 35% COTTON | MARTINDALE: >40 000 | PILLING: 5 | COLOUR FASTNESS TO LIGHT: 4

- Khaki
- Beige
- Sand
- Dark Beige
- Dark Red
- Latte
- Yellow
- Anthracite

**SAUVAGE**

SAUVAGE is a natural milled top grain, upholstery leather made from the best rawhide selection.

**ELITE**

Elite is a full grain aniline-dyed leather made from the best rawhide selection.

**SAUVAGE**

SAUVAGE is a natural milled top grain, upholstery leather made from the best rawhide selection.

**PRIME**

Prime is a top grain aniline-dyed and pigmented upholstery leather with a thickness between 0,9-1,1 mm. It has been slightly corrected.

**Leather**

Leather is a natural product and every hide has its own unique characteristics. Colour and grain variations are normal and can vary from hide to hide. Common surface variations include scratches, wrinkles and healed scars. Colour change will occur with time, due to use and the effect of light. Dye lot variations on hides and fabrics might occur between samples, floor stock and delivered furniture. Colour might also change with time, due to use and the effect of light. The appearance and colour of the stain may vary depending upon the type of wood and individual grain patterns.

**IMG Leather Care Kit.**
Leather

**LINEA**

Linea is a premium top grain aniline-dyed upholstered leather with a rich comfortable feel supported by an extensive colour palette.

The advanced upholstery protection of Linea retains the natural characteristics of quality leather. Linea has a subtle fine grain with a thickness of 0.6 - 1.2mm which is ideal for upholstery applications. Its soft, waxy feel coupled with a semi-matt appearance adds to its luxurious personality.

- The Mastrotto Linea range is available on all IMG designs.
- Allow an additional 2 weeks for completion.

---

**WOOD COLOURS**

A number of products with visible wood can be delivered in a wide range of colours and finishes.

---

*Printed colours in this catalogue may appear different from the actual cover colours.

**Cover will be discontinued from time to time.**